Weir SPM Manifold Trailers

Weir SPM Flow Line Safety Restraint (FSR)
About Weir SPM

The sun never sets on the well service equipment designed and manufactured by Weir SPM. Product manufactured in Fort Worth, Texas is on the job on nearly every continent of the world, from the jungles of South America, to the deserts of the Middle East, on the Siberian plains of Russia, and in our own backyard in the Barnett Shale. In fact, Weir SPM has more well service pumps operating in the Barnett Shale than any other pump manufacturer.

Through innovative engineering, Weir SPM now offers the well service industry's most comprehensive line of plunger pumps, as well as the industry's most complete array of flow control valves and high-pressure flow control components. Weir SPM has also expanded its product line to include innovative safety equipment for flow line operators, winning the Woelfel "Best Mechanical Engineering Innovation" Award for its Flow Line Safety Restraint System from the American Society of Mechanical Engineering during the 2002 Offshore Technology Conference.

Global Service Network

Weir SPM extends its reach around the world in order to fulfill the needs of its customers on a global basis. Though products are designed, manufactured and tested in-house at its Fort Worth location, Weir SPM increases its global coverage through its sales offices and service centers strategically situated around the world. Weir SPM's service network has been extended further through the utilization of the Weir Oil and Gas Services branch network. The Weir Oil and Gas Division, utilizing Weir
SPM's extensive service network, now operates 22 sales and service locations, with two more Weir SPM locations to become operational in early 2009. Locations include the United States, Canada, Mexico, the United Kingdom, UAE, KSA, Azerbaijan, Singapore and Australia.

**Superior Oilfield Products**

Weir SPM is the worldwide leader in well service pump and flow control equipment for the oil industry. The focal point of Weir SPM's product portfolio is its line of high-pressure plunger pumps - the largest, most comprehensive range offered in the industry. Weir SPM manufactures a variety of pump models to meet any need: intermittent duty service pumps for a full range of well service applications and extended duty plunger pumps for oilfield and industrial applications requiring a smaller footprint. Weir SPM's pumps are technologically advanced and manufactured to the highest quality standards.

In addition to its line of pumps, Weir SPM manufactures the industry's most complete line of valves and flow control products. The valve product line includes various sizes and pressure rated plug valves, emergency relief valves, check valves, dart valves and butterfly valves. Hammer unions, integral union connections, swivel joints, steel hose loops and a variety of well service specialty products complete the flow control product line. Weir SPM also offers innovative safety equipment for well service providers, including the award winning Flow Line Safety Restraint System and the innovative clamp connecting flow line system, Safety Iron™.

**First Choice in Well Service Equipment**

Quality is priority number one, therefore Weir SPM operates under an ISO-approved quality system within its manufacturing facility and at its service centers. Additionally, the company is approved by DNV, CE and other entities for the entire Weir SPM product line. Weir SPM's products are designed using state-of-the-art engineering programs to ensure that all products are of the highest quality. To further ensure that each product exported around the world is reliable and safe, all flow control assemblies are pressure tested to 150% of their rated working pressure, and each pump is powered up and tested at full power. Weir SPM does not institute batch testing.

With a half century of experience and a proven track record of steady growth, Weir SPM has well established its presence in the global marketplace. Weir SPM's emphasis on strong customer service and detailed attention to product quality will aid in keeping it a leading supplier of equipment for the worldwide petroleum industry. Weir SPM is focused on growth and maintaining its position as a technical leader in the well service equipment industry. This technical expertise is being developed through highly skilled employees, through state-of-the-art design, superior engineering and manufacturing tools, and a commitment to working tirelessly to acquire the resources needed to expand upon our exponential growth.
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